Linkographs have been used in the past to model behavioral patterns for creative professionals. Recently, linkographs have been applied to the context of cyber security to study the behavioral patterns of remote attackers of cyber systems. We propose a human supervised algorithm that re nes abstractions to be used for linkographic analysis of common attack patterns. The re nement algorithm attempts to maximize the accuracy of computer-derived linkographs by optimally merging and splitting abstraction classes, represented as regular expressions (regexes). We rst describe an algorithm to select and perform a globally optimal merge of two abstraction classes. We then describe a counterpart algorithm to select and split a single abstraction class into two separate ones. We cast a regex as a conjunction of disjunctions and re ne it by adding and removing conjunctive and disjunctive elements. We also show how to use the Stoer-Wagner algorithm, normally used for least cost cuts of graphs, to create two optimal subsets of a set of elements.
INTRODUCTION
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Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. IWSPA '18, March 19-21, 2018 and response methods. Linkography, a tool which relies on modeling the behavioral patterns of attackers, has been a recent development addressing this need. A linkographic model is improved over time by two methods: ontology re nement and abstraction re nement. An ontology is a set of rules that link instances of behavior types, and an abstraction is a set of rules that classify behaviors. While substantial work has been done on ontology re nement, abstraction re nement has thus far seen limited development. This work takes a step closer towards a reliable abstraction re nement algorithm. In this work, linkographs are used to model behavioral cause and e ect relationships between sequences of shell commands executed by attackers. Instead of directly interacting with raw data, linkographs are modeled on top of commands abstracted into general classes. For example, in the Unix shell: pwd, ls and cat can be categorized into a "Look" class. Each abstraction class is de ned by a regular expression (regex). All commands that match a classde ning regex are members of that class. An abstraction comprises all the class-de ning regexes used to categorize commands.
We work through the following scenario to illustrate an information security application of linkography. The example begins with the abstraction in Listing 1. This abstraction has three classes: The rst two (Move and Execute) have one stanza each while the Look class has two stanzas. The Move class's only stanza is a literal that will match any copy command. The Execute class's only stanza is a regex that will match any command ending in .exe. Each of the Look class's stanzas are literals: The rst matches any type command, and the second matches any ipconfig command. Listing 2 shows an attacker storing les and con guration data in an upload directory. Consider the simple self-loop ontology that Figure 1 shows. First, we use the abstraction shown in Listing 1 Human and computer created linkographs Now, a human analyst looks at this raw data set and computerderived linkograph and notices that all of the data points are related. In response, they propose the human-created linkograph that Figure 2b shows. This analyst intuits that all ve events are related because of the upload artifact. Clearly, in all of these commands, the attacker is caching the defender's information for later ex ltration.
An abstraction re nement algorithm guided by Figure 2b could produce the abstraction that Listing 3 shows. The reader will notice that this re ned abstraction still has three classes. However, the rst class now has three stanzas, while the Execute class still has the same single stanza and the third class still has the same two stanzas. The original stanza of the Move class remains. However, one new stanza is a regex that will match any command beginning with >., and the second new stanza is a literal that will match any copy.exe command. The computer-derived linkograph that results from labeling the raw data set provided in Listing 2 with this new abstraction and applying the self-loop ontology is the same as the human-created linkograph shown in Figure 2b ! Accuracy is our metric of interest. This is the degree to which a computer-derived linkograph based a particular abstraction and ontology resembles the human-created linkograph from the same raw data set. Mitchell, et al. formally de ne accuracy in [14] , but to summarize: Accuracy is one minus the number of di erences (underlinks and overlinks) between two linkographs divided by the number of possible links. Underlinks are the links that are present in the human-created linkograph but not in the computer-derived linkograph. Conversely, overlinks are the links that are present in the computer-derived linkograph but not in the human-created linkograph. Abstraction re nement uses accuracy as the supervisory metric to follow the lead of human-created linkographs and therefore the insight of the human analyst.
Abstraction re nement involves iteratively improving classde ning regexes such that computer-derived linkographs more closely resemble human-created exemplars. In past works, abstraction classes have largely been de ned by hand-made regexes [9, 14] . This work aims to automate the creation and improvement of abstractions given only raw data and a target linkograph. Our process begins with a trivial abstraction: a cold start where every command in the raw data de nes its own class, or a reverse cold start where a single class matches all the commands in the raw data. Next, we iteratively improve the abstraction by merging or splitting classes via their respective regexes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, Section 2 surveys other work related to this topic. Next, Section 3 proposes an abstraction re nement algorithm. Third, Section 4 analyzes this algorithm's complexity. Next, Section 5 presents numerical data and gures that quantify and visualize the performance of our abstraction re nement algorithm. Finally, Section 6 contains our conclusions from the study and identi es future lines of research.
LITERATURE SEARCH
Fisher, et al. [9] published the rst paper relating linkography to computer network defense (CND). These authors formally de ned linkographs and related terminology, proposed and proved three theorems about linkographs and introduced the concept of deriving linkographs using abstractions and ontologies. Mitchell, Fisher, Watson and Jarocki [14] identi ed the problem of ontology renement and proposed two basic approaches. These authors formally de ned ontology and derived linkograph, proposed a theorem about maximizing the accuracy of an ontology and proposed two algorithms to re ne ontologies based on human supervision. Later, Mitchell, McBride and Jarocki [15] identi ed the problem of abstraction re nement and proposed one basic approach. These authors proposed an algorithm to re ne abstractions based on human supervision and introduced the concept of cold start abstraction renement. Numerous algorithms have been built to learn regexes to classify positive and negative examples. Kearns and Vazirani describe an equivalent problem of learning a discrete nite automaton (DFA) from a set of positive examples [11] . Brāzma and Čerāns described several methods to generate regexes by folding repeated sequences found in positive examples [5, 6] . Kinber takes a similar approach, but uses an oracle which informs the learner if an example is positive or negative. This allows Kinber's algorithm to learn from positive and negative examples [12] . Fernau's algorithm deduces repeating sequences by blocking similar sequences of characters and performing a union operation on them [8] ; we use this technique in this paper. A line of work by Alberto Bartoli, et al. iteratively converges upon an ideal regex from positive and negative examples by using genetic algorithms [1] [2] [3] . Bex, et al. and Bui and Zeng-Treitler take a similar domain-speci c approach by learning limited regexes for Extensible Markup Language (XML) parsing
Listing 4: Example of a class-de ning regex. and clinical data classi cation, respectively [4, 7] . Galassi, et al. introduce learning regexes from noisy data and false positives. They introduce the concept of atomic elements in a regex that cannot be split and two operators; one of these operators deduces distinct episodes, and one deduces repeated patterns [10] . Myers and Miller describe an algorithm that performs approximate pattern matching. While this is not directly relevant, it is useful for classi cation and testing the e ectiveness of produced regexes [16] .
In a key departure from prior formulations, the learning algorithm presented by Li, et al. takes as input not just labeled examples but also an initial regex [13] . Li's algorithm iteratively transitions from a general to a more speci c regex by using two transformations: drop disjunction and include intersection. Inspired by this approach, we speci cally focus on improving regexes by merging and splitting previous ones. We treat merging two regexes as a generalizing transformation and splitting a regex as a specializing transformation. Finally, given the nature of shell commands, we do not deal with handling repeating sequences.
ALGORITHM
An abstraction class is de ned by a single regex. A labeling convention can be used to improve readability.
Regexes are read in the form of a disjunction of conjunctions of disjunctions (DCD). More speci cally, a regex consists of a disjunction of command patterns that represent a class. Each command pattern is a conjunction of atomic components. Each atomic component is a disjunction of several phrases or symbols. The algorithm's goal is to build, merge and split regexes of this form to create accurate computer-derived linkographs.
Listing 4 shows an example of a class-de ning regex. We can think of regexes of this form as a DFA where each conjunction is a node, and each of the "inner" disjunctions is a possible path to the next node. Casting a regex as a DFA only serves as a metaphor to better reason about merge and split algorithms and does not a ord any additional expressibility. From the previous example, an equivalent DFA would look like 
Ontologies
An ontology is a set of rules that de nes how to link instances of behavioral classes. Once an abstraction categorizes raw data into general classes, an ontology is used to create the nal linkograph. Fisher, et al. de ne ontologies in [9] . To summarize, an ontology is a directed graph where vertices represent classes and directed edges represent a cause-and-e ect relationship. An ontology is needed at the end of each re nement step to derive a linkograph to compare against the human exemplar.
A self-loop ontology is one of the simplest possible ontologies; each class only points to itself. A full de nition of self-loop ontologies can be found in Mitchell, et al. [14] . Due to its simplicity, a selfloop ontology can be generated without any human intervention, given only a list of classes. This is especially useful for the purpose of automated abstraction re nement, where the classes are constantly changing and therefore warrant a new ontology with each re nement step. Therefore, for the purpose of measuring the accuracy of automated abstraction re nement, we x a self-loop ontology, with constantly changing classes to re ect abstraction re nement updates.
Approaches to Find the Best Merge

Order Classes by Frequency.
As the authors intuited in [15] , abstraction classes that occur more frequently in the raw data have a higher chance of impacting the nal linkograph when merged with other classes. To nd a close-to-optimal merge, we rst order classes by the frequency with which instances of these classes appear. We use the class with the highest frequency as a candidate for the rst class to merge. We pick the second merge class by iterating through the remaining classes until one increases the accuracy of the derived linkograph. If none of these merges leads to a higher accuracy, we continue to the class with the second highest frequency and so on.
Order by
. This is only applicable to self-loop ontologies, which are explained in Section 3.1. ul(a,b) is the number of underlinks in the computer-derived linkograph with respect to the human-created linkograph. tpl(a,b) is the total number of possible links between classes a and b. We can estimate the bene t of merging two classes a and b using ul(a,b) − (tpl(a,b) − ul(a,b)). This is because merging classes a and b xes all the underlinks between these classes under the selfloop ontology but will also draw links between instructions that were not human-linked between classes a and b. Now we can nd a globally optimal merge by calculating 2 × ul(a,b) − tpl(a,b) for all classes a and b.
Approaches to Find the Best Split
3.3.1 Order Classes by Frequency. Similar to nding a close-tooptimal merge, we can nd a close-to-optimal split by ordering by frequency. However, unlike nding the best merge, we do not need to pick a second class. Therefore, we order classes by frequency and split the most frequent class by one of the split methods listed in Subsection 3.5. by ol(a 1 ,a 2 ) − cl(a 1 ,a 2 ) . This is only applicable to self-loop ontologies. We will order by minimizing cost which we estimate using ol (a 1 ,a 2 ) − cl(a 1 ,a 2 ). (a 1 ,a 2 ) is the optimum split of nodes within class a. ol(a 1 ,a 2 ) is the number of overlinks in the computer-derived linkograph with respect to the humancreated linkograph. cl(a 1 [17] to nd the cost-minimizing split of the graph. The Stoer-Wagner algorithm is a recursive algorithm that solves the minimum-cut problem. Speci cally, the minimum-cut problem involves cutting a graph with weighted edges into two subgraphs in the least expensive way. The Stoer-Wagner algorithm will maximize the edges with weight −1 and minimize the edges with weight 1 along the split, which in turn minimizes ol(a 1 ,a 2 ) − cl(a 1 ,a 2 ).
Order
,a 2 ) is the number of correct links: those links existing between a 1 and a 2 in the computer-derived linkograph as well as in the human-created linkograph. We can solve for (a 1 ,a 2 ) as follows: create a fully-connected undirected graph of all the nodes. If there is a link in the human-created linkograph between two nodes, give their corresponding edge a weight of −1. If there is no link between two nodes, give their corresponding edge a weight of 1. Then run the Stoer-Wagner algorithm
Merge
The merge algorithm requires three basic steps: First, we split the atomic components. A proposed splitting regex is: /|\s|(?<!\.)\.(?!\.). This regex splits commands, directories, ags, le names and le types. This regex also prevents us from splitting on .. which commonly refers to the parent directory. A raw string split into atomic components can then be converted into a class-de ning regex which accepts only that string. If we are attempting to merge a class-de ning regex instead, this step is not required as the atomic components are already de ned. Next, we align the disjunctive clauses of a regex. This will pair up disjunctions with similar commands, directories, les and lenames. To align disjunctive clauses, we count the number of common elements between two clauses. The number of common elements between two clauses serves as a similarity score when using a standard alignment algorithm. Third, we perform a generalizing transformation. To create a generalized regex from two regex classes, we have two options: Add phrases to the disjunctive layer and remove clauses from the conjunctive layer. A generalized regex should accept elements from both previous classes as well as additional patterns that we "infer. "
Adding elements to a disjunction goes as follows: For each pair of disjunctions in a series of aligned disjunctions from two separate classes, we can create a new disjunction that consists of all the elements of the pair of disjunctions. This is guaranteed to accept all elements of both classes. Additionally, this allows us to match new patterns that could not have been matched by either class. For example, consider the following two classes: The merged class in Listing 5 is able to identify elements of both original classes but also has the bene t of detecting similar patterns such as attack.hex or raw_attack.txt being analyzed directly in any of the six combinations of Downloads/Desktop and folder1/folder2/folder3. From a DFA perspective, this is like adding more paths between conjunctive states.
Removing elements from a conjunction is more tricky. We do not want to remove a conjunction entirely because that could make a regex more general. For example, if we have regex (cat )(folder1/)(attack)(.py), removing the disjunctive clause (attack) will create (cat )(folder1/)(.py), which does not make sense and will fail to match certain previously matched commands. Instead, we can add a general clause to a disjunction to let it match everything. For example, say we add more classes to our merged example from before, and we end up with the class shown in Listing 6. If we generalize once a disjunction reaches a certain number of phrases, say four, we will end up with the class shown in Listing 7. This transformation allows us to match commands regardless of which subfolder they are in. Intuitively, this makes sense because the subfolder varies largely and does not give us much information about what speci c class we are in. For splitting purposes, we chose to retain the following information:
We have several choices for when to remove elements of a conjunction: First, a trivial merge only adds elements to a disjunction. It does not subsequently remove elements from a conjunction. Next, a simple threshold merge is shown in the example illustrated by Listings 6 and 7. This choice removes a disjunctive clause once its number of phrases exceeds a certain threshold. Third, we can use an objective function, iterate over all possible conjunctionremoving transformations and pick the one that maximizes accuracy. When viewed from a DFA perspective, this can be viewed as allowing a "free" transition from one conjunctive state to another.
Split
The split function is more simple and only requires one step: Perform an ungeneralizing transformation. To split a generalized regex into two we have two options: Remove phrases from the disjunctive layer and add clauses to the conjunctive layer.
Removing elements from a disjunction goes as follows: For each disjunctive clause in a conjunction, we split its phrases into two separate classes. For example, we split the class shown in Listing 6 as shown in Listings 8 and 9. We have several options for how to split elements from a disjunction: First, a trivial split removes the most bene cial element from each disjunctive clause. Next, an even split divides each disjunctive clause evenly and randomly. Third, we can use an objective function, iterate over all possible splits and pick one that maximizes accuracy. This can be done greedily, or approximated.
Adding elements to a conjunction involves picking atomic elements from the raw data and incorporating them into the conjunctive clauses of regexes to make them more speci c. However, picking close-to-optimal atomic elements from the raw data is a non-trivial task. We can also indirectly restore elements already in a conjunction by removing the (.)* element in a conjunction.
Cold Start Abstractions
We assume that we are provided with raw data containing a series of commands. We can automate the process of creating abstractions from the provided data by starting with one of the following trivial abstractions and re ning it. Ideally, re nement starting from standard and reverse cold starts should converge.
In the standard cold start technique, every command in the raw data is a class. Re nement on this abstraction will consist of mainly merges.
In the reverse cold start technique, every command in the raw data is in a single class. Re nement on this abstraction will consist of mainly splits. One caveat is that the algorithm assumes that a single command is a single disjunction class. For example, the following class-de ning regex is not allowed:
We expect the following format: 
Implementation Choices
We implement the re nement algorithm to handle raw data from a Windows console. The nd best merge and split actions are implemented using the ordering classes by frequency approaches described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1. Merge is implemented using the proposed regex. Component alignment is implemented using a similarity score based on the number of common elements between two disjunctions. Elements are removed from a conjunction using a simple threshold merge. As for split, we remove elements from a disjunction using an even and random split. Because of the computational complexity of optimally adding elements from the raw data to regexes, adding elements to a conjunction only involves removing the (.)* if it increases accuracy.
First, Algorithms 1 and 2 provide reference implementations for the top-level operations: nding the best merge and split. Next, Algorithms 3 and 4 show how to carry out merges and splits, respectively. Finally, Algorithms 5 through 8 ll in the details of the low-level primitives.
Algorithm 1 Find the best class to merge with.
for c ′ ∈ C do
4:
if c c ′ then
c ′′ ← merge(c, c ′ )
6:
if u > bma then 11: return bma, b ′
12:
end if 
if u > bsa then 
end for 10:
return c ′′ 11: end function Algorithm 6 Remove a conjunction from a class. 
for d ∈ D do 6: 
ANALYSIS
We allow the re nement process a maximum number of changes. Each change consists of an iteration of re nement which rst orders classes by frequency, then nds the best merge and nds the best split for each class and exits once it nds a bene cial change. To sort classes by frequency, we rst need to compute the number of instances of each class. This is linear with respect to the number of raw data elements, d. After counting the number of instances of each class, ordering classes using a standard sorting algorithm has a runtime of O (N log(N ) ), where N is the number of classes. This gives a combined runtime of O (d + N log(N )). Finding the best merge takes as input a single candidate for a merge and iterates through the remaining classes, provisionally merges them, measures their accuracy and returns the best merge results. This gives it a runtime of O (N ) with respect to the number of classes. Finding the best split simply splits a single class, so it has a runtime of O (1) with respect to the number of classes. In a single re nement step, we rst order classes once, then we sequentially perform the nd best merge and split techniques until we nd a change that increases accuracy. In the worst case, the nd best merge and split techniques will run N times each. This gives an overall runtime
for a single re nement step. In a cold start, the number of classes is equivalent to the number of raw data elements simplifying the worst-case overall
. In a reverse cold start, the rst re nement step only contains a single class reducing the complexity to
In the worst case however, we can have r classes where r is the maximum number of changes. This is because each of the r re nement steps can generate a new class. In this case, the worst case time complexity is O (d +r 2 ). For each pair of classes, the merge action must align their respective regexes and invoke the remove conjunction and add disjunction subroutines. The alignment algorithm has a runtime of O (N 2 ) with respect to the number of atomic elements; it uses a standard dynamic programming approach, which is capable of aligning two strings s 1 and s 2 in O (|s 1 ||s 2 |). In our case, however, we align disjunctions instead of characters. In the worst case, each disjunction can have t elements, where t is the preset threshold. Alignment scoring, which counts the number of common elements in two disjunctions can therefore be done in O (2t ) = O (t ) time. Therefore, we are able to nd the best alignment of two regexes in O (tx 1 x 2 ) where x 1 and x 2 are the number of disjunctions in the rst and second regexes, respectively. The add disjunction action creates a new merged regex of all the aligned elements in O (a 1 + a 2 ) where a 1 and a 2 are the number of atomic elements in each regex. Remove conjunction scans the new regex and adds a (.)* element for disjunctions which contain more than t elements; this also runs in O (a 1 +a 2 ). This gives merge an overall runtime of O (tx 1 x 2 + 2(a 1 + a 2 )) = O (tx 1 x 2 + a 1 + a 2 ). We know that the number of disjunctive clauses is bounded by the number of atomic elements, therefore merge runs in O (ta 1 a 2 ) overall. Finally, the split action only invokes the remove disjunction and add conjunction subroutines. Remove disjunction performs a random but even split of all the atomic elements in a class and therefore runs in O (a) time where a is the number of elements in the class to split. Add conjunction functions similarly to remove conjunction but removes (.)* instead of adding it, meaning it also runs in O (a) time. The overall split algorithm therefore runs in O (a) time. The add disjunction action creates a new merged regex of all the aligned elements in O (N ) time with respect to the number of atomic elements. The remove conjunction scans the new regex and adds a (.)* element for disjunctions which contain more than a threshold number of elements; this also runs in time O (N ) with respect to the number of atomic elements. Finally, the split action invokes the remove disjunction and add conjunction subroutines, both of which run in linear time as shown earlier.
RESULTS
We tested the success of the re nement algorithm using 47 humancreated linkographs and accompanying raw data sessions captured from an actual attacker actioning a real victim. Each session consisted of 33.2 shell commands on average. We tested the re nement process with both the standard and reverse cold start abstractions. We measured the average accuracy over the 47 sessions based on the maximum allowed changes and the merge threshold. Each setting was run as a separate instance of the re nement algorithm. On average, a standard cold start abstraction scores 0.76 accuracy. We see that increasing the maximum allowed changes increases the accuracy until seven changes when the accuracy plateaus at 0.91. We also see that a smaller threshold leads to better results. Intuitively, this means the algorithm is more aggressively generalizing regexes, which leads to broader and fewer classes, which leads to better linkographs. Figure 4a shows the impact of threshold and the maximum allowed changes on accuracy when beginning with the standard cold start abstraction.
On average, a reverse cold start abstraction scores 0.52 accuracy. Interestingly, our rst re nement step pushes the accuracy to 0.70, and the remaining re nement steps only marginally improve the accuracy. Given eight changes, the nal accuracy is 0.725. As expected, threshold plays little role when beginning with a reverse cold start abstraction. This is understandable as splitting does not have to merge disjunctions under any circumstance. The threshold variable, however, does play a small role in creating the initial reverse cold start abstraction when commands are merged into a single class. Figure 4b shows the impact of threshold and the maximum allowed changes on accuracy when beginning with the reverse cold start abstraction.
CONCLUSIONS
We hope future iterations of abstraction re nement can nd a globally optimal solution similar to ontology re nement [14] . While picking the next best merge and split in order of frequency is generally a successful approach, it is not always optimal. Ordering by the number of overlinks and underlinks is a closer to optimal solution, but it still may su er from premature optimization. Properly merging and splitting classes after they are picked is a separate optimization problem. Threshold merging of aligned regexes is currently a fairly straightforward and intuitive solution. In future solutions, we may seek more robust methods of merging regexes. Even but random splitting of regexes is also a straightforward and intuitive solution that can be improved. Future implementations can perform a more optimal split by using the Stoer-Wagner algorithm. Additionally, it is important to note that a re nement beginning with the reverse cold start abstraction is not nearly as successful as one beginning with the standard cold start abstraction. Re nements that start from reverse cold start abstractions can be improved if the split algorithm does not rely on randomness but rather on a heuristic to decide how to split a class. We also suspect that nding a computationally feasible method of adding conjunctions into regexes can improve the overall success of the split function. Ideally, we can convince ourselves that we are nding near-optimal abstractions if re nement ends with almost identical accuracies starting with either a standard or a reverse cold start abstraction. We can also consider alternative strategies to abstraction re nement such as genetic algorithms as seen with Bartoli, et al. [1] [2] [3] . We can also de ne abstractions based on traditional classi cation methods such as bag of words or feature similarity. The end goal, regardless of method, is to create accurate and automated linkographs quickly for the purpose of reliable intrusion detection, correlation and attribution.
